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JEMTEC School of Law organised a webinar on the theme ‘Legal English and
Court Craft’ for the 1st year students. The guest speaker was heartily welcomed
by Ms. Tanushree Gupta, moderator of the event. This Lecture was delivered by
Advocate Arun Wighmal, our special guest and the spokesperson to enlighten
the students about why we need to sharpen our legal communication skills in
order to excel in the field of law. Further in his talk he emphasized on following
key points:
1.Skills of good lawyer- critical method of thinking and skill of putting up
arguments that has number of components in it. A lawyer should possess
courage, honesty, humility, emotional balance, burning passion for justice.
2.Understand court’s psychology- Under this point he explained us to never
instruct the court and don’t be a court gladiator instead always assist the court.
3.Primary rules to win the case- code of ethics, never mislead the court. ‘‘You
may lose the brief but you should never lose the court.’’
4.Quality of irresistibility in your arguments- arguments should be
irresistible. Be humble and polite while you are in court. Don’t frogmarch the
court, just exhibit the way.

5.Skills and Techniques to persuasiveness- Advocacy is a skill of persuasion.
Relish the space, eye contact with the court, you should look like what you
believe, try to speak with a deeper voice, always dress well from head to toe.

CONCLUSION
The event was successful as our guest shared extremely proficient information
regarding the topic which was undeniably useful for everyone present in the
event. It helped students to know about different advocacy skills and how one
must possess their own path of becoming a lawyer. Objective is to learn and
practice how to minimize the errors while performing in the court of law. He
also explained us by citing illustration from his own experience in court. The
lecture came to an end with the vote of thanks by the moderator.
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